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Purpose: Ultrasound neuromodulation is a promising noninvasive technique for controlling neural 
activity. Previous small animal studies sufered from low targeting specifcity because of the low ultra-
sound frequencies (<690 kHz) used. In this study, the authors demonstrated the capability of focused 
ultrasound (FUS) neuromodulation in the megahertz-range to achieve superior targeting specifcity in 
the murine brain as well as demonstrate modulation of both motor and sensory responses. 
Methods: FUS sonications were carried out at 1.9 MHz with 50% duty cycle, pulse repetition 
frequency of 1 kHz, and duration of 1 s. The robustness of the FUS neuromodulation was assessed 
frst in sensorimotor cortex, where elicited motor activities were observed and recorded on videos 
and electromyography. Deeper brain regions were then targeted where pupillary dilation served as an 
indicative of successful modulation of subcortical brain structures. 
Results: Contralateral and ipsilateral movements of the hind limbs were repeatedly observed when 
the FUS was targeted at the sensorimotor cortex. Induced trunk and tail movements were also 
observed at diferent coordinates inside the sensorimotor cortex. At deeper targeted-structures, FUS 
induced eyeball movements (superior colliculus) and pupillary dilation (pretectal nucleus, locus 
coeruleus, and hippocampus). Histological analysis revealed no tissue damage associated with the 
FUS sonications. 
Conclusions: The motor movements and pupillary dilation observed in this study demonstrate 
the capability of FUS to modulate cortical and subcortical brain structures without inducing 
any damage. The variety of responses observed here demonstrates the capability of FUS to 
perform functional brain mapping. C 2016 American Association of Physicists in Medicine. 
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1118/1.4963208] 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Ultrasound neuromodulation has gained attention as a prom-
ising technique to overcome limitations of current techniques 
such as the implantation of electrodes when using deep brain 
stimulation (DBS); the poor spatial resolution (≈1 cm), inad-
equate depth of penetration, and short-lasting efects (milli-
seconds) of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS); and the 
gene modifcation required by optogenetics.1,2 Focused ultra-
sound (FUS) has been shown to be capable of modulating— 
suppressing or stimulating—specifc parts of the brain such as 
the motor, sensorimotor, and visual cortices.3–7 Tufail et al. 
2011 (Ref. 8) presented a general protocol for the stimu-
lation of intact mouse brain and a review with the most 
recent fndings in ultrasonic neuromodulation is presented in 
Naor et al., 2016.9 The ultrasound frequencies used in most 

previous small animal neuromodulation studies were lower 
than 690 kHz. Such frequencies (in the kilohertz range) have 
been claimed to present not only superior transmission rate 
through the skull but also superior modulation efciency.10 

However, FUS with lower frequencies generally has large 
focal spots generating problems of target specifcity, especially 
with small animal models (rodents). A more confned focus 
can be formed using higher frequencies, which allows spatial-
selective modulation of the brain. Hypothetically, higher selec-
tivity of ultrasound neuromodulation would allow stimulation 
of the specifc groups of neurons, e.g., diferent brain regions 
or brain structures, which in turn would help understanding 
previous results with inconsistent lateralization of motor re-
sponses.11,12 Previous studies have demonstrated the feasi-
bility of utilizing megahertz frequency ultrasound to elicit mo-
tor activations of limbs,11,12 tail,11 and whiskers11 of mice, but 
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these studies failed to demonstrate consistent lateralization of 
muscle responses. 

In addition to motor responses elicited by neuromodulation, 
the pupillary response can be used as an indicator of the 
modulation of subcortical structures of the brain associated 
with light refex and cognition.13 The dilator and sphincter 
muscles of the iris are directly innervated by brain regions 
associated with cognitive and emotional processing.14 Nev-
ertheless, the relative deep location of subcortical structures 
makes eliciting pupil dilation a very challenging task for most 
invasive neuromodulation techniques. In this study, we aimed 
at demonstrating the high spatial resolution and superior tar-
geting specifcity of megahertz FUS in mice. FUS-induced 
neuromodulation was performed at the cortex and subcortical 
brain structures to assess the potential of the technique to evoke 
specifc functional brain activation. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

In accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide-
lines for animal research, all animal procedures for these 
experiments were reviewed and approved by the Institutional 
Animal Care and Use Committee at Columbia University. 
The experiments were performed in wild type mice (strain: 
C57BL-6), which were anesthetized with intraperitoneal injec-
tion of sodium pentobarbital (65 mg/kg). After injection, the 
animals remained in the cage for a period of 20–30 min in 
order for the anesthesia to take efect. The anesthesia level 
was assessed by the pedal refex and vital sign recordings. The 
animals were depilated on the scalp and neck and positioned 
in a stereotaxic frame (David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, 
CA, USA) using ear and bite bars. Oxygen was delivered 
continuously at 0.8 l/min throughout the experiments. A vital 
sign monitor with a collar format sensor (MouseOx Plus, Starr 
Life Sciences Corp., Torrington, CT, USA) was placed on the 
throat of the animals to assess heart and breathing rates, which 
were recorded during sonication using an acquisition board 
(MP150, Biopac Systems, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA, USA). 

A single-element FUS transducer (focus = 60 mm, aperture 
= 70 mm, inner hole diameter = 20 mm, f -number = 0.86, and 
focus zone = 8.7 mm long with 1.0 mm diameter; calibration 
data presented in Fig. S1 of the supplementary material15) was 
driven by a function generator (33220A, Agilent Technolo-
gies, Palo Alto, CA, USA) through a 50-dB power amplifer 
(ENI, Inc., Rochester, NY, USA). The transducer was attached 
to an acrylic cone flled with degassed water. A recipient 
flled with degassed water coupled acoustically the head of 
the animal to the transducer to allow the transducer to move 
freely in space using a computer controlled 3D positioning 
system (VXM, Velmex, Inc., NY, USA) (see Fig. S2 of the 
supplementary material15). The FUS sonications were carried 
out at 1.9 MHz at a pulse repetition frequency of 1 kHz with 
50% duty cycle (950 pulses). The sonication was on for 1 s 
and of for 1 s and was repeated ten times at each targeted 
spot. 

For the study of motor-evoked responses, the transducer 
was moved randomly within a grid of 8 by 8 mm with a 
resolution of 1 mm and sonication was performed one time 
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per animal with the sequence of ten shots, unless otherwise 
noticed. The center of the positioning grid was placed be-
tween the bregma and lambda skull landmarks (landmarks are 
approximately 4.2 mm apart from each other) covering the 
sensorimotor cortex and part of cerebellum. An ultrasound C-
scan of a reference metallic grid placed on the top of lambda16 

(see Fig. S2(b) of the supplementary material15) was used to 
place the FUS focus at anteroposterior (AP) = −2 mm and 
mediolateral (ML) = 0 mm from lambda. Three mice were 
used during motor response exploration. 

The hind limb movements evoked by FUS excitation of 
the sensorimotor cortex were recorded on videos by a camera 
(EOS Rebel T3i, Canon, Melville, NY, USA) positioned at 
the back of the animals. The random exploratory positioning 
of the transducer was performed only once per animal. How-
ever, once a responsive region was detected, the ultrasound 
focus was symmetrically moved to the opposite brain hemi-
sphere, seeking for ipsilateral and contralateral activation. 
Thus, spots in the opposite hemisphere of frst detected respon-
sive spots were sonicated twice due to the initially defned map 
for the random spatial exploration of lateralization of motor 
response. Muscle activities of the hind limbs were recorded 
at diferent acoustic pressure levels (1.12–1.79 MPa) using 
an electromyography (EMG) system (BN-EMG2, Biopac 
Systems, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA, USA). The EMG signals 
were acquired from 26-gauge electrodes placed 5-mm apart 
at the biceps femoris in both hind limbs with the ground 
electrode placed on the tail (symmetrically apart from the other 
electrodes). 

Once the robustness of modulating shallower (cortical) 
brain regions by FUS was confrmed, we evaluated its capa-
bility of modulating deeper structures in the brain at DV 
(dorsal/ventral): −3 mm. The FUS was placed over the lo-
cus coeruleus, hippocampus or superior colliculus. Locus 
coeruleus and hippocampus are associated with stress and 
panic, which modulatory responses can be indexed by pupil 
dilation. Superior colliculus is associated with eye movements. 
To evaluate responses associated with the modulation of these 
structures, videos of the animal’s right eye were recorded 
during sonications at diferent pressure levels (0.75–2.25 MPa, 
n = 3) (DMK 23U618, The Imaging Source, Bremen, Ger-
many) (see Fig. S2 of the supplementary material15). 

To evaluate the safety of the sonication in the megahertz-
range, whole brain histological examinations using hematox-
ylin and eosin (H&E) staining were performed in fve mice 
sonicated with 1.9 MPa at one hemisphere (AP = +2 mm, ML 
=+2 mm, and DV = −3 mm) and with 3.0 MPa (approximately 
the double of the threshold pressure observed for motor elicita-
tion) at the opposite hemisphere (AP = +2 mm, ML = −2 mm, 
and DV = −3 mm). The reported pressures were derated for 
skull attenuation, calibrated using ex vivo skulls in a water 
tank. The higher pressure (3.0 MPa) was used to assess a safe 
range of pressure to account for variances in the skull atten-
uation across animals and focus position at skull. A trained 
observer without knowledge of the location and parameters of 
sonication performed the histological evaluation. The samples 
were evaluated for red blood cell extravasation into the brain 
parenchyma as well as cell and tissue loss. 

https://0.75�2.25
https://1.12�1.79
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this study, the animals remained nonresponsive to pedal 
pinches throughout the sonication period confrming deep 
anesthesia levels. The experiment was started when the heart 
and breathing rates were under 200 beats/min (bpm) and 70 
breaths/min (brpm), respectively. During sonication, the heart 
rate and breathing rate were under 400 bpm and 120 brpm, 
respectively. The anesthesia efect lasted approximately 90 min 
(assessed by pedal refex) allowing sufcient experimental 
time. 

Contralateral muscle activity recorded on EMG signals 
[Fig. 1(a)] was observed when ultrasound neuromodulation 
was carried out at the sensorimotor cortex at AP (anterior/ 
posterior): +2 mm, ML (medial/lateral): ±2 mm, and DV 
(dorsal/ventral): −1 mm for two out of three mice. The min-
imum pressure to elicit hind limb movement was determined 
to be 1.45 MPa between the two responsive mice. The average 
success rate, defned as the number of experiments during 
which a mouse movement was observed divided by the total 
number of experiments, increased with the increase of pressure 
for both mice together. Higher pressures increased the success 
rate from 20% at the threshold pressure 1.45 MPa to 70% 
at 1.79 MPa. The peak of the EMG signal was recorded 
266±37 ms after the onset of the ultrasound pulse. Figure 1(b) 
shows pictures of the contralateral hind limb movements 
recorded on a video presented in the supplementary materials 
(see Fig. S3 of the supplementary material15). The video 
shows contralateral paw movements elicited by sonications of 
symmetrical spots on the sensorimotor cortex (AP: +2 mm 
and ML: ±2 mm). The same video shows other sonications 
with elicitation of ipsilateral hind limb movements, the mostly 

elicited movements observed in all three mice (AP: +1 mm 
and ML: ±3 mm), and tail movements observed in one mouse 
(AP: 0 mm and ML: −3 mm). Although, the motor responses 
were not reproducible in all mice, once responsive spots were 
detected repeated sonications elicited same motor responses. 
An electric stimulation study shows that the movement repre-
sentation regions in mice vary among animals,17 which for 
ultrasound neuromodulation may also occur due to diferences 
in skull attenuation, precision in positioning of focus, and 
variances with the animal’s sensitivity to anesthesia. The last 
part of the video depicts the function generator used to drive 
the transducer, which indicates the onset of sonication and the 
respective tail movement observed. 

In a second set of experiments using the same transducer, 
we targeted subcortical brain structures where the ultrasound 
focus encompassed the superior colliculus (associated with 
motor control of the eyes), the hippocampus or the locus 
coeruleus (anxiety-related regions of the brain) as indicated in 
Fig. 2. A lower threshold in eliciting pupil dilation (1.20 MPa) 
was observed when targeting the region of the superior collicu-
lus. For the same region, eyeball movements were observed 
when sonications were conducted at higher pressures 
(>1.8 MPa). Given that the 1.9 MHz beam is 1 mm in diameter, 
it is possible that both superior colliculus and pretectal nucleus 
were sonicated, since the superior colliculus reaches the pre-
tectal nucleus near (∼0.5 mm) to the targeted region AP: 0 mm, 
ML: ±2 mm, and DV: −3.0 mm (Fig. 2). The pupillary dilation 
observed at this target may be associated with the modulation 
of the pretectal nucleus, which is directly involved with the 
pupillary light refex. Input from retinal ganglion cells is sent to 
the pretectal nucleus, which projects to the Edinger–Westphal 
nucleus that innervates the iris sphincter muscle. Eyeball 

F. 1. FUS-induced motor responses. (a) EMG of the right hind limb during contralateral FUS stimulation at diferent acoustic pressure levels with success rate 
referred to contralateral motor response elicitation and (b) contralateral paw movement elicited by FUS neuromodulation. Video frames recorded during the left 
paw movement when sonicating AP = +2 mm from lambda and ML = +2 mm (left) and during the right paw movement when sonicating AP = +2 mm from 
lambda and ML = −2 mm (right) [see video S3 of the supplementary material (Ref. 15)]. 
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F. 2. FUS-induced pupil dilation. (a) (i) and (ii) show pupil sizes before and after sonication, respectively, and (iii) and (iv) show the eye position before and 
after sonication of Mouse 1 at superior colliculus [see video S4 of the supplementary material (Ref. 15)]. (b) Representative percentage of pupil dilation for one 
mouse showing diferent thresholds at superior colliculus (AP: 0 mm and ML: −2 mm) and locus coeruleus (AP: −1 mm and ML: +0.8 mm). (c) Sonication 
spots where pupil dilation and eyeball movements were observed. 

movements followed by pupillary dilation are observed in 
video S4 of the supplementary material15 when sonication was 
conducted at AP: 0 mm, ML: ±2 mm, and DV: −3.0 mm. 

The hippocampus and locus coeruleus presented only pupil 
dilations but with higher thresholds (>1.8 MPa). Figure 2(a) 
shows relaxed pupil and pupil dilation of up to 20% (top, i 
and ii) and eyeball movements (bottom, iii and iv). In video 
S4 of the supplementary material,15 pupil dilation and eyeball 
movements are shown when sonications were carried out at 
superior colliculus. The breathing rate of the frst part of the 
video showing pupillary dilation only was estimated based on 
the average brightness of the video frames.18 The pupillary 
dilation was accompanied by breathing rate variations from 38 
brpm before sonication to 60 brpm during sonication. The vari-
ation of breathing rate may be an evidence of modulation of the 
locus coeruleus associated with stress, panic, and anxiety. 

Whole brain histological examinations using hematoxylin 
and eosin (H&E) staining for general histology revealed no 
brain damage in fve mice sonicated at 1.9 MPa at AP =+2 mm 
and ML = +2 mm and with 3.0 MPa at AP = +2 mm and ML 
= −2 mm (see Fig. S5 of the supplementary material15). 

Sodium pentobarbital presented a working time of 60 min 
and was efective for keeping the animals fully anesthetized 
during the experiments. When targeting the cortex, the use of 

sodium pentobarbital seems to be an optimal choice because 
it does not suppress cortical evoked responses to the extent 
of other anesthetics (e.g., isofurane19) and lasts longer than 
most other injectable agents (e.g., ketamine). Further studies 
are necessary to quantitatively compare the efects of diferent 
types of anesthesia on ultrasonic neuromodulation. 

The contralateral and ipsilateral motor responses observed 
when targeting diferent locations on the cortex indicate supe-
rior spatial selectivity of our setup, which ultimately may have 
enabled stimulating selectively diferent brain regions (Fig. 3). 
As opposed to that, a previous study with demonstration of 
the efcacy of the megahertz-range to elicit motor functions 
reported inconsistent lateralization of muscle responses.12 

The failure in obtaining lateralization of muscle responses in 
the previous study12 may be associated with the efect of the 
anesthesia on the cortex activity (isofurane suppresses cortical 
activity19) or the excitation of larger regions of the brain due 
to the use of a transducer with higher f -number ( f -number 
= focus/aperture; 1.33 vs 0.86 used in this study), the efect of 
waveguides to couple the transducer to the head of the animal, 
and pulse sequence (continuous wave for the same range of 
frequency vs pulsed in this study). 

The eyeball movements and pupil dilation revealed 
the capability of the FUS to stimulate motor-related cortical 
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F. 3. Map of most dominant responses observed during ultrasound neuromodulation of mice. Modulation of the cortex (D.V.: −1 mm) elicited tail 
and ipsilateral/contralateral hind limb movements. Modulation of subcortical structures of the brain (D.V.: −3 mm) elicited pupillary dilation and eyeball 
movements. 

structures in addition to anxiety-related and other subcortical 
structures of the brain (Fig. 3). Pupil dilation was observed 
when sonicating regions such as the limbic regions and the 
locus coeruleus. The superior colliculus presented a lower 
threshold in evoking pupil dilation (1.2 vs 1.8 MPa). The 
locus coeruleus, associated with responses to stress and panic, 
projects to superior colliculus. Pupil dilation was observed with 
a higher threshold when sonicating the hippocampus (part of 
the limbic system), which supports functions such as adrena-
line fow, emotion, and behavior. At this sonication spot (AP 
= +2 mm and ML = ±2 mm), the ultrasound focus could reach 
the pretectal nucleus in the dorsal–ventral direction. Thus, there 
is a possibility of modulation of the pretectal nucleus associated 
with light refex. We show the feasibility of using higher 
frequencies for modulating neuronal activity, demonstrating 
that the resultant smaller acoustic focus can provide superior 
target specifcity. Based on the results obtained from the cali-
bration of the transducer (see Fig. S1 of the supplementary 
material15), the transducer’s focal size can be highly improved 
by increasing thedrivingfrequency(0.5MHz: lateral resolution 
= 3.4 mm and axial resolution = 17.7 mm vs 1.94 MHz: lateral 
resolution = 1.0 mm and axial resolution = 8.5 mm). Thus, the 
entireultrasoundparametric spacecanbeassessed inhumansor 
larger animals seeking greater target specifcity without being 
limited to submegahertz frequencies. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Reproducible contralateral and ipsilateral evoked motor 
responses demonstrated the superior target specifcity of the 
megahertz-range for brain modulation, since previous studies 
failed in demonstrating such consistent responses when using 
lower frequencies. The sonication of deeper regions in the 
brain translated to pupillary dilations is used as indications of 
modulation of subcortical structures associated with cognition 

and light refex responses. The variety of responses (motor and 
pupillary dilation) reported herein demonstrated the capability 
of FUS to perform functional brain mapping. 
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